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Tactic #1:
Instagram
Illinois 4-H is currently lacking an adequate Instagram presence. Their Instagram consists of only
7 total posts, often spaced months apart. Instagram is an extremely popular media platform, especially
targeting both of our target audience age groups: college students age 18 to 24-year-olds and men in their
upper 30s or 40s. 67% of adults between the ages of 18 and 27 have Instagram accounts. (Statista, 2019).
Almost half of the users are men as 43.7% of Instagram users are male. (Instagram by Numbers)
Convert to Business Profile
•

The first thing we recommend is for 4-H to consider converting their Instagram account into a
business account. This is valuable because it allows the organization to access advanced analytics
such as the number of impressions and reach. This data can be used to track how certain content
is performing and allow the organization to make decisions based on actual performance data. It
also allows for more information on the profile page such as an email address, a phone number,
and a donation button. Instructions on how to change an Instagram account to a business profile
can be found through the following link: https://www.facebook.com/business/e/getting-startedwith-instagram-for-business#video1

Consistency:
•

It is very important for the 4-H account to post consistently in order to keep followers engaged.
Statistics show that on average, businesses and nonprofits post about 1.5 times a day (Cambell).
Posting regularly may be easier if there are goals and schedules in place to organize posts. It can
be valuable to plan to post on certain days of the week or after certain events in advance. This
keeps the organization top of mind by allowing your followers to expect and look forward to the
content.

What to Post:
•

•

•

•

Maintain Common Theme
• Consider using the same natural-looking filter on every post to keep your home page
visually appealing and inviting through consistency
Post Images of Children’s Activities with Parental Consent
• This will show followers that members of 4-H are having fun and participating in
engaging and useful activities
• It will appeal to potential volunteers’ soft spots
• Consider including a healthy mix of activities, including activities that may have drawn
in previous male volunteers in the past
Post Images that Include Volunteers in the Pictures
• This will project the idea that 4-H volunteers are enjoying their time with the
organization which makes the organization appear like a favorable place to dedicate time
to as well as showcases connections with the participants in order to appeal to emotion
Include Hashtags
• This increases social media views beyond just the following base

•

•

It allows people who are interested in similar topics to more easily come across the page
which could increase follower
Promote Two Way Communication
• Include questions in your Instagram captions that encourage users to respond in the
comments such as “What’s your favorite 4-H activity?” or “Hey past and present
volunteers! What’s your favorite part about volunteering for 4-H?”
• Encourage parents to submit pictures of their children at 4-H events for the Instagram
page to post
• Encourage parents and volunteers to post their own 4-H related images to their account
using your preferred hashtag or along with a tag to the 4-H Instagram page

Create Story Highlights:
•

•

•

Story highlights appear on the page below the bio. They would allow the followers to explore
different sides of 4-H. For example, highlight categories may include volunteering, cloverbud,
projects, etc. In these highlights you archive stories you have already posted so others can revisit
them, or it gives a chance for those new to the page to see your previous stories. To catch the
attention of the viewer, it is important to create cover photos for each highlight that stands out.
When choosing the cover photo, it is beneficial to choose a picture that is similar to the theme of
the page. We want the page looking cohesive and clean.
Examples of possible highlight covers:

60 Day Posting Plan:
o The following is a tentative schedule and may be altered.

Recommendations:
Recommendations:
o Use hashtags when posting on the feed and stories
▪ #Illinois4H
▪ #Illinois4HVolunteer
▪ #Illinois4HExenstion
o

“Why 4-H Wednesday”
▪

Post something that will motivate one to
Volunteer 4-H. You can post pictures of everyone
interacting or get a quote from a volunteer about
why they love being involved in 4-H.
Caption Example: “I enjoy volunteering for
4-H because not only do I enjoy learning life skills
and helping the community, I enjoy helping the
children grow. #Why4HWednesday”
▪

o

o

“Fun Friday”
▪

Show how fun 4-H is! We want to draw in volunteers by posting all of the
fun volunteering opportunities, events, projects and games that happen!
Make them wish they were there! Get them to want to volunteer and enjoy
the fun.

▪

Caption Example: Today we had the opportunity to take some club
members to the University of Illinois Football Stadium! #FunFriday

“Saturday Shout Out”
▪

On Saturday shout out someone who has
really stood out that week whether it is a
student or volunteer. Show how much 4-H
values their members and volunteers. Do this
by posting a picture of them and a brief
statement on what they did that week.
▪

Caption Example: Lila Eichelberger has
been inducted into the National 4H Hall of
Fame for making a significant impact on the 4H program and 4-H students through her
contribution of time, talent, energy and
financial resources. #SaturdayShoutOut

EX:

Tactic #2:
TikTok
Within the last year, TikTok has become a large social media platform with roughly 800
million active users worldwide to create videos to share with the world in 154 countries
(InfluencerMarketingHub). 42% of TikTok users in the US are 18-24-year old, making 18-24
year olds TikTok’s leading age group (Everything That Brands Need to Know About TikTok in
2020). This is ideal for 4-H’s target audience. In addition, a large portion of TikTok’s audience is
men, as 40% of its users in the US are male. The idea of TikTok is to produce a video from 15 to
60 seconds. As more people continue to join TikTok, brands and businesses are quickly starting
to use that as an opportunity to increase their advertisements and marketing (Hubspot).
According to Statistica, in January 2020, 43.5% of TikTok users were men. Therefore, TikTok
would provide the opportunity for our target audience to interact and gain a greater
understanding of Illinois 4-H.
For Illinois 4-H, this measure for reaching the possible consumers will not only attract
potential volunteers and new members but will also introduce 4-H to consumers who have never
heard of the program before. It will be entertaining and educational at the same time.
The program 4-H may just be a club, but they are also a brand. Currently, Illinois 4H
Extension does not have a TikTok account. This is something that needs to be created to help
promote 4-H and gain volunteers. The video content 4-H will upload will be fun, relevant, and
educational. By 4-H uploading different videos ranging from 15 to 60 seconds, the viewers will
get a glimpse of different activities members and volunteers do, what meetings and different
competitions look like. For example, a video of someone showing their livestock or volunteering
for the community.
In addition, TikTok often incorporates common themes and templates across users. For
example, many users post themselves doing short dances and thousands over other users then
challenge themselves to learn the short dance and post themselves doing it. It becomes a
common trend throughout the app and users are pleased when they see their favorite celebrities
or influencers doing that same dance. It is a fun trend that gives opportunities for users and
organizations to follow a template. For example, 4-H could post a funny video of a couple
volunteers attempting one of the most popular dances. Because this app is commonly centered
around light-hearted and goofy content. Following these fun trends could allow users to see that
4-H is a relatable and fun-loving organization. This may make users more inclined to want to
join the family.
Participating in these challenges and trends also allows more ways for users to come
across their profile. Using the soundtrack of a viral video works much like a hashtag in the sense
that users have the ability to click on the soundtrack and see other videos that use it. That means
that if a TikTok user is flipping through videos that have used that popular soundtrack, they may
come across 4-H’s video and be interested in exploring their account. Another way that 4-H can
utilize TikTok is by posting “Behind the scenes” videos. According to Social Media Today,
posting “behind the scenes” content is a good way to build brand trust. Not only will posting fun
videos setting up for events or of staff members goofing around show honesty and exclusivity, it
will also allow users to get a better idea of what exactly 4-H is all about in their everyday
activities. This kind of content can expose what it’s like to be a 4-H volunteer and help
encourage others to join the team.

Statistics (InfluencerMarketingHub, 2018):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2nd most popular free apps downloaded in 2019
60 million active users in the United States
39 languages
1 million video views per day in the first year
Launched in 2016
Previously was called “Musical.ly” launched in 2014
Includes ages from 16-34

60 Day Posting Plan:
o The following is a tentative schedule and may be altered.

Recommendations:
o TikTok has a little more freedom than Instagram when it comes to planning to
post. We cannot plan on what to post because there are constantly new trends and
challenges being created every day.
▪ Keep up with the trends and challenges and post when it is most popular
▪ Take videos of what you are doing at that time
o Use hashtags when posting on the feed and stories
▪ #Illinois4H
▪ #Illinois4HVolunteer
▪ #Illinois4HExenstion

Useful Tips:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Use music
Use common hashtags
Take part in popular challenges
Create your own challenges
Make at least 2-3 videos per day
Livestream to interact with your followers
Use supportive filters
Play around with different video speeds
Post between 11 am and 5 pm

Examples of TikTok ideas:

(View TikTok)

(View TikTok)

(View TikTok)

(View TikTok)

(View TikTok)

(View TikTok)
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